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12 December 2017
Fishermans Bend Taskforce
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
GPO Box 500
East Melbourne Victoria 8002

Submitted via email: fishermansbend@delwp.vic.gov.au

SUBJECT: FISHERMANS BEND FRAMEWORK DRAFT
Fishermans Bend Business Forum (FBBF) welcomes the opportunity to provide a
submission to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning on the
draft Fishermans Bend Framework.
FBBF is an initiative of Stephane Fayd’herbe the Managing Director of CIA
Services Group that operates its business from the Employment Precinct in
Fishermans Bend. Mr Fayd’herbe became aware that that there was no
organisation presenting the views of the business community currently located in
Fishermans Bend, in particular, the Employment Precinct.
The FBBF is in the process of assessing support for establishing the Forum and
undertaking a process to research the issues of relevance to the planning
process and businesses in the area. As a result, this submission does not
represent the views of all, or the majority of, businesses but does indicate
discussions held to date.
FBBF appreciates that planning for the Employment Precinct is not as advanced
as the planning for the four mixed use precincts.
Key Issues – Employment Precinct:
1. Existing Industrial Uses
Fishermans Bend Employment Precinct contains business that are critical to the
building, construction and infrastructure industry. Their location is dependent on
port access and the close proximity to the CBD.
The Melbourne Cement Facility handles bulk cement at Berth 26 on South Wharf
which is outside of the Employment Precinct as it is on Port of Melbourne land
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that the government recently lease for the next 50 years. Operators of the MCF
intend to remain in this location in the medium and longer term.

The Melbourne Cement Facility also operates from approximately 2.8ha of land
opposite Berth 26, at 750 Lorimer St. This site is operated as both a production
and distribution facility representing 75 per cent of the Victorian cement market.
In a recent submission by Cement, Concrete and Aggregate Australia stated, “In
Victoria, cement, concrete and other heavy construction materials are typically
the single biggest cost component in the infrastructure delivery chain, having a
larger impact on cost than labour and equipment. The economic supply of
cement is critical to Victoria’s $22 billion building & construction industry that
employs around 240,000 people.”
FBBF supports the position of this major industry that assists in driving the
Victorian economy. It notes that under Sustainability Goal 2 Strategy 2.5.2
states; “Introduce planning controls required to protect this corridor (i.e. port
access), including land use, air quality and noise attenuation.”
Maintaining port access and road transport links vital to this industry and the
Victorian economy as is the continuation of the facilities in lorimer Street and is
supported by FBBF.
2. Transport Access for Heavy Vehicles
The Framework document acknowledges that in the short to medium term that
maintaining existing freight transport routes along Lorimer St to the major
arterial routes of the West Gate Freeway and City Link is vital for the continued
operation of major industries in the Employment Precinct. This includes vehicle
access to and from the Melbourne Cement Facility and a number of construction
companies and logistics business currently located within the Employment
Precinct.
FBBF endorses Strategy 2.5.5 that the Framework plan is to “maintain the
current over-dimensional routes along Lorimer Street and Williamstown Road.”
It is noted that the Lorimer Precinct is a land-lock island and already residents in
Yarra Edge and more broadly represented resident groups are using community
forums to encourage limitations and /or restrictions of heavy vehicle movements
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in and around the Employment Precinct. This in contrary to Framework
recommendations and would impact significantly on Sustainability Goal 2 – A
Prosperous Community - protecting the viability of the port and associated
industries.
It is noted that the proposed light rail route is shown on the map (Figure 20
Infrastructure delivery in Lorimer) traverses along Lorimer Street between
Hartley and Boundary Streets. Separation between the light rail and trucks on
this section may poses difficulties and should be reconsidered in the early
planning stage.
FBBF believes that operators of heavy vehicles should be given further
information that provides details of how this section is to be handled.
In other urban redevelopments around the world, elevated light rail is often used
to create separation between rail, motor vehicles and pedestrians. While more
expensive at construction, this mode reduces to footprint of the rail tracks
leaving space for existing truck and car movements.

If residential amenity is a primary consideration planning should be undertaken
immediately on finding solutions so that new transport infrastructure can be put
in place ahead of increasing residential density as truck movements to and from
the port and related industries are vital to the Victorian economy.
Early action may lessen the community concerns that the Government had to
deal with the elevate rail line in the SE suburbs.
The Community Engagement Report 2013 states:
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“The is strong consensus that public transport plus bike and walking
infrastructure must be delivered early if the project objectives are to be met,
particularly if car parking rates are to be kept low. “
While the business community in the Employment Precinct is supportive of
improved cycling and walking options along with efficient public transport they
believe that there is potential for major conflict between cyclist and heavy
transport movements along corridors such as Lorimer St.
FBBF is of the view that more detailed consultation is needed on the Transport
Plan, especially in the Employment Precinct as the business community concerns
about the viability of port related businesses have not been sufficiently taken
into consideration.

3. Land speculation and land taxes
The GHD Report Buffer Assessment (October 2016) on the issue of constraints
and opportunities in Fisherman Bend Precincts states:
“The two concrete batching plants within the Lorimer precinct constrains a
significant portion within this centre. Over time mitigation measures could be
applied to the two batching plants. The possible mitigation measures would be:
•
•

Planning – contact industries to establish their future plans and contact
industries to understand site operations, and
Transition of industry/relocation “

FBBF understands that this contact is due to take place as part of the
Employment Precinct planning in the first half of 2018. FBBF is of the view that
prior to any decision being made on the future of the batching plant a full
economic impact analysis must be undertaken to assess the impact on the
construction industry in Melbourne and Victoria.
4. Land speculation and land taxes
In community consultations, Taskforce staff have indicated that they are aware
of land prices increasing by as much as 300% and that this will have a flow on to
Land Tax assessment. Since the development of a number business parks have
been developed within the Employment Precinct – Bridgeside Business Park,
Lorimer Business Park, Cititech Technology Park, Aquatica Business Park,
Portside Business Park, Dockside Business Park, Citiport Business Park, Port IT
@ Turner Business Park, Salmon Street Business Park and Gateway @ Port,
many businesses have chosen the Employment precinct to operate from.
Most tenants in these business and technology parks are, like CIA Services
Group, are small to medium (SME) businesses. Operating margins are often
tight and the reason for moving into the area was based on non-CBD rents,
proximity to the city and access to major freeways to Geelong, Tullamarine and
the Monash Freeway.
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While FBBF acknowledges that land values reflect a free market, planning
controls on future land use should be considered if the government envisages a
vibrant business ecosystem that fosters innovation, business start-ups and
entrepreneurship as well as supporting existing businesses.
5. GMH Site Innovation Hub – Long Term Management and Ownership
FBBF congratulates the Government on its decision to acquire the GMH site as at
37 hectares it will form the hub of renewal of the Employment Precinct.
The Minister for Industry and Employment stated at the time that the site would
become a centre for industries including aerospace, defence, marine and
automotive design.
FBBF is questioning whether there are potentially other industries that the site
would be beneficial for the Victorian economy, such as new construction
materials and technologies associated with the cement and plaster board
industries that are currently clustered in the Precinct.
FBBF is also aware of work, being funded through the state government via the
Victorian TAFE Association, on micro manufacturing. The “maker movement” is
a growing trend worldwide and could hold potential for the GMH site (although
not its major driver) but this would require a long-term management model.

When the government puts the GMH site back to the market, there is the
potential for rents needing to reflect a commercial return on the purchase price
of the site. This may have to potential to price innovative businesses out of the
Precinct and the GMH site thereby impacting on its potential as an innovation
hub.
Businesses in the Employment Precinct are interested in the practical
implications of the nomination of the Employment Precinct as a NEIC. FBBF is
aware that there are seven National Employment and Innovation Clusters
identified in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050.
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If a true campus arrangement is to be considered, planning should encourage
the development of short/medium term residential accommodation for visiting
fellows/staff. This would also require some hospitality operations and
conferencing facilities.

Eindhoven the home of Brainport Industry Campus has around 5% of the Dutch
population but is home for 41% of patent applications.
FBBF looks forward to being given more information on the strategic implications
of the NEIC at Fishermans Bend.
6. Public Transport
The FBBF is aware that Fishermans Bend Renewal is a long-term project over
the next 30 years. FBBF also acknowledges the strategy to make 80% of trips
by public transport, walking or cycling and, that in the short-term, public
transport in the Employment Precinct will be by increased bus services.
FBBF is of the view that the role of government is to put necessary infrastructure
in place early.
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For the Employment Precinct to reduce car travel dependence an early start on
the Turner Street light-rail and the link across the Yarra joining to Collin Street
must commence in 2018 and be operational by 2019. (see earlier comment on
separation along Lorimer St)
7. Branding of Employment Precinct
The nomination of the five precincts as the Fishermans Bend Urban
Redevelopment represent a branding issue for the Employment Precinct.
The Employment Precinct is within the City of Melbourne while the mixed-use
precincts are in the City of Port Phillip that has a stronger residential emphasis,
albeit with mixed commercial uses.
Previously the Employment Precinct was known as Fishermans Bend, a name
that went back to early day of settlement. If the strategy is to create a NEIC
should the name reflect that – e.g. Brainport Industry Campus in Holland?
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The Project for Public Spaces describes place as “…environments in which people
have invested meaning over time. A place has its own history—a unique cultural
and social identity that is defined by the way it is used and the people who use
it.” [Project for Public Spaces, “Placemaking and Place-Led Development: A New Paradigm for Cities
of the Future, available at http://www.pps.org/reference/placemaking-and-place-led-developmenta-new-paradigm-for-cities-of-the-future/ (June 15, 2015).]
FBBF supports the creation of a strong distinctive brand, renaming the
Employment Precinct that links with the attributes of the branding of Melbourne,
the cities’ broader image for education, research and liveability while
maintaining what is essentially Fishermans Bend.
FBBF believes that the Employment Precinct (renamed) should have a unique
postcode to reflect its connect to the City of Melbourne, like St Kilda Road –
being Melbourne 3004.
8. Public Open Space
The vision of the Employment Precinct as a vibrant centre for innovation require
not just well designed built amenity but also public open space. The Framework
document (page 56 and 57) has little information on how public open space will
be incorporated into the Employment Precinct apart from the existing Westgate
Park and some walking paths.
If the GMH site is to be an innovation hub, international experience would
indicate that creating a campus environment with public spaces between building
where workers can mingle and get fresh air is critical.
Open space and landscaping can be used not only to enhance the amenity of the
site but also to provide a separation between major roads used by heavy
transport and the campus. This is having been achieved at Brainport in Holland.
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FBBF and the local business community have expressed interest in being
provided with greater detail as planning for the development of the GMH site
progresses, especially how the site will be managed in the longer term.
FBBF looks forward to working with Government to engaging further as the
Employment Precinct plan develops further and the impact that planning controls
and zoning will have on existing businesses operating in the Precinct.
Please do not hesitate to contact me to discuss any of these issues in more
detail.
Yours sincerely
David Weston
Executive Director

